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I had my first panic attack at the age of 51. I had no idea what hit me.  

It happened in a hot yoga class. I know what you’re thinking: of course any normal 

person would have a panic attack trying to do yoga in 105 degree-heat. But I was used to 

it—I’d been going to the studio for a couple of years.   

I sat mat waiting for the class to start. I’m already sweating. Then my head started to 

feel like it wasn’t attached to my body. I felt like I was going to pass out. Then I felt like I 

was going to die.  

I have to stop here to explain my interesting relationship with the awareness of my 

own mortality. It hit me when I was twelve. I had just watched the movie “West Side 

Story.”  Maybe it was the star-crossed lovers or maybe the stabbings, but that night I lay 

in the dark for hours staring at the ceiling, feeling in my bones, I’m going to die too.  

Of course, like most of people, I’ve overcome that feeling for most of my life by 

concentrating on the dirty dishes and how the kids are doing in school and what’s going 

on with my job. Until, all of a sudden, for no reason, I was confronted not just by the 

abstract concept of death but by the visceral feeling that my own demise was imminent.  

Somehow I made it through the yoga class—maybe I stepped out into the lobby, 

something you’re never supposed to do in a hot yoga class unless you’re actually dying.  

Over the next seven months I had three more full-blown panic attacks and nine 

partial or near-attacks. I know because I plotted them all on an Excel spreadsheet. Yeah. 

I’m one of those people. Because, you know, if you keep track of it, you can control it.  



The next attack hit one night when I was getting ready for bed. “Something is really, 

really, wrong,” I told my husband. “I feel like I’m going to die. I think you should call 

911.” He called the advice nurse instead, who assured us that I wasn’t having a heart 

attack, because if I were, then only one, not  both of my arms would be numb.  

Even worse than the panic attacks was what I eventually learned was a constant, low 

level of anxiety that, instead of making me feel like I was going to die, made me wish I 

would. I called this feeling “the ick.” It came over me without warning and I never knew 

when it would strike. It was like looking at the world through a thick gauze curtain. 

Everything was gray and muffled. 

And even worse than the panic and the anxiety was the complete unraveling of my 

identity. I was no longer a successful writer, competent birth doula, and semi-in-charge 

parent. I was someone who had to go to a class called “Managing Your Anxiety.” 

In the class, I learned about my triggers for panic and I learned tools for coping. But 

I wanted an explanation. Why was this happening? And why now? Was I, a lifelong 

devotee of yoga and meditation, so unaware of my own physical mental state that I didn’t 

know I was stressed out? I went looking for answers. Traditional medicine wasn’t 

helpful, so I turned to Dr. Google.  

Now, ladies, I have bad news. This could happen to you. Go ahead: look up 

“perimenopause and panic  attacks.” It’s a thing. Seriously—you hear about hot flashes 

and vaginal dryness, but no one ever mentions panic attacks and anxiety. 

I took out my charts the other day. I haven’t needed to track my moods for the last 

six months. know I’m lucky because anxiety is a lifelong challenge for many people. For 

me, it seems to be a temporary effect of fluctuating hormones. But even if I never have 

another panic attack, I have a newfound knowledge: that it’s possible to wake up one day 

and be somebody completely different from the person you always thought you were.  


